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1. 

FIBER OPTIC ADAPTER CASSETTE AND 
PANEL 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This disclosure relates to devices for use in the telecom 
munications industry. More specifically, this disclosure 
relates to termination devices for use with fiber optic cables. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Many local area networks and telecommunication systems 
utilize termination panels to provide cross-connection 
between telecommunications equipment. Termination panels 
typically include front and rear connections. Equipment and 
cable management devices are often located adjacent to the 
termination panels. 

Improvements are needed in the methods and devices for 
managing networks and telecommunication systems, gener 
ally to better accommodate repair, maintenance, and/or 
upgrade procedures associated with connections of the net 
works and systems. Improvements are also needed with 
regards to organizing the networks and telecommunication 
systems, generally to better accommodate cable routing flow 
of Such networks and systems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present disclosure relates to an adapter cassette includ 
ing a housing and a plurality of fiber optic adapters that are 
interconnected to a multi-fiber cable adapter. The housing has 
a front wall that defines a front plane. The fiber optic adapters 
are preferably angled relative to the front plane of the hous 
ing. The adapter cassette further includes a quick-release 
cover that provides access to the interior of the housing. 
A variety of examples of desirable product features or 

methods are set forth in part in the description that follows, 
and in part will be apparent from the description, or may be 
learned by practicing various aspects of the disclosure. The 
aspects of the disclosure may relate to individual features as 
well as combinations of features. It is to be understood that 
both the foregoing general description and the following 
detailed description are explanatory only, and are not restric 
tive of the claimed invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of one embodiment of an 
adapter cassette, in accordance with the principles disclosed, 
shown with SC type adapters: 

FIG. 2 is an exploded, front perspective view of the adapter 
cassette of FIG. 1, shown with LC type adapters; 

FIG. 3 is a top plan view of the adapter cassette of FIG. 2, 
illustrating a cover in a latched position; 

FIG. 4 is an exploded, side perspective view of the adapter 
cassette of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4A is a partial view of the adapter cassette of FIG. 4, 
illustrating an alternative latching aperture. 

FIG. 5 is a top plan view of the adapter cassette of FIG. 3, 
illustrating the cover in an unlatched position; 

FIG. 6 is a front perspective view of a panel including a 
number of the adapter cassettes of FIG. 2, in accordance with 
the principles disclosed; 

FIG. 7 is a side perspective view of an overhead device 
including a number of the adapter cassettes of FIG. 2, in 
accordance with the principles disclosed; and 
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2 
FIG. 8 is a front view of a system including the overhead 

device of FIG. 6, in accordance with the principles disclosed. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Reference will now be made in detail to exemplary aspects 
of the present disclosure that are illustrated in the accompa 
nying drawings. Wherever possible, the same reference num 
bers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same 
or like parts. 

FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of an adapter module or 
cassette 10 in accordance with the principles disclosed. The 
adapter cassette 10 can be used in a variety of telecommuni 
cation applications, as will be described in greater detail 
hereinafter. 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, the adapter cassette 10 gener 
ally includes a housing 12 having an interior 34, a plurality of 
fiber optic adapters 14, and at least one multi-fiber cable 
adapter 16. The multi-fiber cable adapter 16 is interconnected 
to the fiber optic adapters 14 by optical cable connections 36 
(shown schematically) located within the interior 34 of the 
housing 12. In the illustrated embodiment, the cassette 10 has 
two multi-fiber cable adapters 16, each cable adapter 16 inter 
connecting to six of twelve fiber optic adapters 14. 
The housing 12 is a generally wedge-shaped housing 

defined by a number of housing walls. The number of housing 
walls includes, for example, a front wall 18, a rear wall 20 
opposite the front wall, a first side wall 22 extending between 
the front wall and the rear wall, a second side wall 24 opposite 
the first side wall and extending between the front wall and the 
rear wall, and a bottom wall 27 (FIG. 2). While reference is 
made with respect to front, rear, side, and bottom walls, the 
particular orientation of the cassette described by referring to 
a wall as a “bottom' wall is made only for purposes of 
describing the particular orientation illustrated. As can be 
understood, in other applications, the bottom wall of the 
housing can define the top of the housing or the side of the 
housing, for example, depending upon the mounting orienta 
tion of the cassette. 

Referring now to FIG.3, in the illustrated embodiment, the 
rear wall 20 of the wedge-shaped housing is shorter than the 
front wall 18 of the housing. In particular, the rear wall 20 of 
the housing extends a first distance D1 between the first side 
wall 22 and the second side wall 24. The front wall 18 extends 
a second distance D2 between the first side wall 22 and the 
second side wall 24. The first distance D1 of the rear wall 20 
is less than the second distance D2 of the front wall 18. In the 
illustrated embodiment, the first distance D1 is less than 
one-half the second distance D2. In the alternative, the second 
side wall 24 is an angled side wall that extends between the 
shorter rear wall 20 and the longer front wall 18 in a non 
parallel direction relative to the first side wall 22. In general, 
the wedge shape defined by the walls 18, 20, 22, 24 of the 
housing 12 minimizes the space occupied by the cassette 10 
when mounted to or in enclosures, drawers, and panels, for 
example. 

Referring now to FIGS. 2-4, the front wall 18 of the hous 
ing defines a plurality of openings 26. The fiber optic adapters 
14 are mounted within the openings 26 of the front wall. In the 
illustrated embodiment, the front wall 18 is a corrugated front 
wall that defines a number of angled notches 28. The openings 
26 are located in the angled notches 28 of the corrugated front 
wall 18. 
As shown in FIG. 2, a pair of openings 26 is provided in 

each of the angled notches 28. Each opening 26 receives one 
of the fiber optic adapters 14. The fiber optic adapters 14 can 
include, for example, LC type adapters (shown with dust 
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plugs in FIG. 2), SC type adapters (shown with dust plugs in 
FIG. 1), ST type adapters, or FC type adapters. Other types of 
adapters or mating connectors can be used in accordance with 
the principles disclosed. For example, in some applications, 
copper cables may be used coextensively with or exclusively 
from fiber optic cables; and accordingly various types of wire 
terminations or wire connectors can be provided at the front 
of the housing. In other words, the cassette can be adapted for 
use in copper applications, applications having hybrid 
cabling, or applications having both types of fiber optic and 
copper cabling, in accordance with the principles disclosed. 

Referring again to FIGS. 2-4, each of the adapters 14 of the 
cassette 10 is mounted within the openings 26 of the front 
wall 18 such that an interior connection end 30 (FIG. 4) of the 
adapter is located within the interior 34 of the housing 12; and 
such that an exterior connection end 32 of the adapter 14 is 
located outside of the housing. The openings 26 of the corru 
gated front wall 18 are further arranged such that the exterior 
connection ends 32 of the adapters 14 are angled (FIG. 3) in 
a direction toward the second side wall 24 of the housing. That 
is, the adapters 14 are angled in a non-perpendicular direction 
relative to a plane P-P (FIG.3) defined by the front wall 18 of 
the housing 12. As will be discussed in greater detail, the 
adapters 14 are angled to provide a directional cabling exit out 
of or away from the cassette 10. 

Referring back to FIG. 2, the multi-fiber cable adapters 16 
of the cassette 10 are mounted on the rear wall 20 of the 
housing 12, generally adjacent to the first side wall 22 (see 
FIG. 3). In particular, the cable adapters 16 are mounted 
within openings 78 provided in the rear wall 20. Each opening 
78 receives one of the multi-fiber cable adapters 16. The 
multi-fiber cable adapters 16 can include, for example, MPO 
adapters. Other types of adapters or mating connectors can be 
used in accordance with the principles disclosed. 

Each of the cable adapters 16 is configured to connect to a 
cable having multiple optical fibers, for example, six optical 
fibers. The multi-fiber cable adapters 16 also have an interior 
connection end 38 located within the interior 34 of the hous 
ing 12, and an exterior connection end 40 (shown with a dust 
cap) located outside of the housing. The optical cable con 
nections 36 provide interconnections between the interior 
connection ends 38 of the multi-fiber cable adapters 16 and 
the interior connection ends 30 of the fiber optic adapters 14. 

Referring again to FIGS. 1 and 2, the adapter cassette 10 of 
the present disclosure includes a quick-release cover 42. The 
quick-release cover 42 is designed to provide fast access to 
the interior 34 of the housing 12. When the cover 42 is secured 
to the housing 12, the cover 42 generally defines a top wall 80 
(FIG. 1) of the housing that encloses the optical cable con 
nections 36 and the interior connection ends 30, 38 of the 
adapters 14 and the cable adapters 16. 

Referring still to FIGS. 1 and 2, the cover 42 of the cassette 
10 has a generally wedge-like shape that corresponds to the 
wedge shape of the housing 12. A first edge 44 of the cover 
includes tabs 46 that engage corresponding slots 48 formed in 
the first side wall 22 of the housing. Referring to FIG. 4, a 
second opposite edge 50 of the cover 42 includes a flange 52 
on which a latch 54 is mounted. The latch 54 functions to 
detachably secure the cover 42 to the housing 12. 

Referring now to FIG. 4, the flange 52 extends generally 
perpendicular to the cover 42. When the cover 42 is mounted 
to the housing 12, the flange 52 wraps about the second side 
wall 24 of the housing such that the latch 54 is accessed from 
the side of the housing when mounted with the bottom wall 27 
of the housing down. 
The cover 42 provides quick and selective access to the 

interior 34 of the housing 12. In particular, the cover detach 
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4 
ably secures to the housing 12 and can be easily removed to 
repair, maintain, or upgrade the components contained within 
the housing 12 of the adapter cassette 10. 

In the present arrangement, the attachment of the cover 42 
to the housing 12 is provided only by the single latch 54; that 
is, the one latch itself secures the attachment of the cover 42 
to the housing 12, and releases the attachment of the cover 
from the housing. A technician need only unlock the one latch 
54, as opposed to multiple latches, to detach the cover 42 from 
the housing 12; and need only lock the one latch 54, as 
opposed to multiple latches, to securely attach the cover to the 
housing. 

Locking only the one latch 54 securely attaches the cover 
42 to the housing 12 by securing the engagement of the tabs 
46 of the cover within the slots 48 of the housing. If the one 
latch 54 is locked, the cover 42 cannot be detached or 
removed from the housing 12. Likewise, unlocking only the 
one latch permits the cover to be removed from the housing. 
This arrangement provides quick and easy access to the inte 
rior 34 of the cassette reducing time associated with mainte 
nance, upgrade, or repair procedures. 

In the illustrated embodiment, the single latch 54 of the 
cover 42 is a Swell-type latch including a latch handle assem 
bly 82 and a compressible member 84 secured to the latch 
handle assembly 82 by a nut 86. The compressible member 84 
is configured to fit through a latching aperture 56 formed in 
the second side wall 24 of the housing 12 when in a non 
compressed State. The latching aperture 56 can include a hole 
(shown in FIGS. 2 and 4), a slot, or a slotted hole (shown in 
FIG. 4A), for example. The member 84 is in the non-com 
pressed state when the latch 54 is unlatched, as shown in FIG. 
5. When the latch is unlatched, the cover is removed by 
moving the cover in the direction A such that the tabs 46 
disengage from the slots 48 of the housing, and then removing 
compressible member 84 from the latching aperture 56. Simi 
larly, when the latch is unlatched, the cover 42 can be attached 
to the housing 12 by inserting the compressible member 84 
through or into the latching aperture 56 and engaging the tabs 
46 of the cover in the slots 48 of the housing. Latching or 
flipping the latch handle assembly 82 to the latched position 
shown in FIG. 3 secures the cover 42 to the housing 12. 
When the latch handle assembly 82 of the latch 54 is 

positioned or latched (FIG.3), the compressible member 84 is 
compressed such that the diameter of the member no longer 
fits through the latching aperture 56 in the side wall 24. In 
general, the Swell-type latch detachably secures the cover 42 
to the housing 12, and enables easily removal of the cover for 
quick access to the interior 34 of the housing. Other types of 
latches can be used in accordance with the principles dis 
closed. 

Referring back to FIGS. 1 and 2, the adapter cassette 10 
presently disclosed includes mounting flanges 58, 60 for 
mounting the cassette to a telecommunications structure. The 
mounting flanges 58, 60 are formed as part of the front wall 18 
of the housing 12. The mounting flanges 58, 60 include holes 
88 (FIG. 2) sized for receipt of fasteners 90, such as push pin 
fasteners, to mount the cassette to the telecommunications 
structure. In the illustrated embodiment, the mounting flanges 
58, 60 are side flanges provided adjacent to the first side wall 
22 of the housing and the second side wall 24 of the housing. 
Top and bottom mounting flanges extending from the front 
wall, or other mounting flanges extending from otherhousing 
walls, can also be provided in accordance with the principles 
disclosed. 

Referring now to FIG. 6, the adapter cassette 10 of the 
present disclosure is illustrated in use in a termination panel 
62 of a telecommunications system. The illustrated termina 
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tion panel 62 is commonly mounted to a telecommunication 
equipment rack or equipment enclosure (not shown). In this 
application, a number of cassettes 10 (e.g., four) are mounted 
to a drawer 95 of a panel chassis 96. Cables 92 (only one 
schematic representation shown) are terminated to the exter 
nal connection end 38 of the multi-fiber cable adapters 16 of 
the cassettes 10. As previously described, optical cable con 
nections (e.g. 36 shown in FIG. 2) interconnect the rear multi 
fiber cable adapters 16 to the front adapters 14 of the cassettes 
10. 
Jumper cables or patching cables 94 (only one schematic 

representation shown) can be connected to the external con 
nection end 32 of the front adapters 14 to provide intercon 
nections between the termination panel 62 and equipment 
mounted on the rack or in the enclosure. In this panel 62, the 
cassettes 10 are arranged Such that the accessible exterior 
connection ends 32 of the adapters 14 angle toward the side of 
the panel 62. This accommodates a sideward routing flow of 
the patching cables 94. Such that the patching cables are more 
effectively routed to areas adjacent the termination panel 62 
where cable routing guides and cable channels are often pro 
vided. 
As can be seen in FIG. 6, the wedge-shape housing 12 of 

the cassette 10 minimizes the spatial requirements of the 
cassette within the panel chassis 96. In this arrangement, the 
wedge-shape housings 12 of the plurality of adapter cassettes 
10 are arranged in a side-by-side relationship such that the 
first side walls 22 of the cassettes are located adjacent to one 
another. The second angled side walls 24 of the cassettes 10 
angle toward the center region of chassis 96 and provide extra 
space in the lateral regions 98 of the drawer 95 and chassis 96. 
The extra space provided by the wedge-shaped housing can 

be utilized for addition components or cable routings. In the 
illustrated embodiment, radius-limiting cable guides 97 are 
provided in the lateral regions 98 so that excess cabling can be 
routed or stored within the region 98 adjacent to the cassettes. 
The side-by-side cassettes define a first pair of cassettes. As 
shown in FIG. 6, a second pair of cassettes can be stacked 
upon the first pair of cassettes in the same orientation to 
preserve the extra space in the lateral regions. 
The present adapter cassette 10 can also be used in other 

panel arrangements, frames, or devices. For example, refer 
ring to FIGS. 7 and 8, the adapter cassette 10 is used in a 
termination device 64 that mounts to an overhead cable path 
way structure of a telecommunications system (FIG. 8). In 
this system, the overhead cable pathway structure 66 is hung 
above racks (e.g. 68), cabinets (e.g., 70), and/or other equip 
ment enclosures or framework. Cables 72 are routed to the 
devices 64 and terminated to the external connection ends 38 
(FIG. 7) of the multi-fiber cable adapters 16 of the cassettes 
10. Jumper cables or patching cables 74 (FIG. 8) can be 
connected to the external connection end 32 (FIG. 7) of the 
adapters 14 to provide interconnections between the overhead 
device 64 and equipment 76 mounted on the rack 68 or in the 
cabinet 70. Further details of the overhead system illustrated 
in FIGS. 7 and 8 are described in U.S. application Ser. No. 
1 1/655,757, which application is incorporated herein by ref 
CCC. 

The above specification provides a complete description of 
the present invention. Since many embodiments of the inven 
tion can be made without departing from the spirit and scope 
of the invention, certain aspects of the invention reside in the 
claims hereinafter appended. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A fiber optic adapter cassette, comprising: 
a) a housing defining an interior, the housing including: 

i) a front wall defining a plurality of openings; 
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6 
ii) a rear wall opposite the front wall, the rear wall 

including an opening: 
b) a cover detachably secured to the housing, the cover 

including only a single moveable latch that is selectively 
moved relative to the cover to provide provides access to 
the interior of the housing: 

c) a plurality of fiber optic adapters mounted within the 
openings of the front wall, each of the adapters defining 
an exterior connection end and an interior connection 
end, the exterior connection ends of the adapters being 
angled in a non-perpendicular direction relative to a 
plane defined by the front wall of the housing, the plu 
rality of fiber optic adapters including one of LC type 
adapters and SC type adapters; 

d) a multi-fiber cable adapter mounted within the opening 
of the rear wall of the housing, the multi-fiber cable 
adapter defining an exterior connection end and an inte 
rior connection end; and 

e) a plurality of optical cable connections located within 
the interior of the housing, each optical cable connection 
being terminated to the internal connection end of the 
multi-fiber cable adapter and the internal connection end 
of one of the fiber optic adapters. 

2. The cassette of claim 1, wherein the front wall of the 
housing is a corrugated wall defining a number of angled 
notches, the openings being located in the angled notches. 

3. The cassette of claim 2, wherein the angled notches each 
define two openings that each receives one of the fiber optic 
adapters. 

4. The cassette of claim 1, wherein the single latch of the 
cover engages a latching aperture formed in a side wall of the 
housing to detachably secure the cover to the housing. 

5. The cassette of claim 4, wherein the single latch is a 
swell-type latch. 

6. The cassette of claim 1, wherein the cover defines a first 
edge and a second edge, the first edge having a tab that 
engages a slot formed in a first side wall of the housing, the 
second edge having a flange on which the single latch is 
mounted. 

7. The cassette of claim 1, wherein the front wall includes 
mounting flanges that mounts the cassette to a telecommuni 
cations structure. 

8. A fiber optic adapter cassette, comprising: 
a) a housing defining an interior, the housing including: 

i) a front wall defining a plurality of openings; 
ii) a rear wall opposite the front wall; 
iii) a first side wall extending between the front wall and 

the rear wall; 
iv) a second side wall opposite the first side wall and 

extending between the front wall and the rear wall, the 
second side wall being non-parallel to the first side 
wall; and 

V) a bottom wall; 
b) a cover detachably secured to the housing, the cover 

providing access to the interior of the housing, the cover 
defining the top wall of the housing: 

c) a plurality of fiber optic adapters mounted within the 
openings of the front wall, each of the adapters defining 
an exterior connection end and an interior connection 
end, the exterior connection ends of the adapters being 
angled in a direction toward the second side wall of the 
housing; and 

d) a multi-fiber cable adapter mounted on the rear wall of 
the housing adjacent to the first side wall. 

9. The cassette of claim 8, wherein the front wall of the 
housing is a corrugated wall defining a number of angled 
notches, the openings being located in the angled notches. 
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10. The cassette of claim 9, wherein the angled notches 
each define two openings that each receives one of the fiber 
optic adapters. 

11. The cassette of claim 8, wherein the plurality of fiber 
optic adapters includes LC type adapters. 

12. The cassette of claim 8, wherein the plurality of fiber 
optic adapters includes SC type adapters. 

13. The cassette of claim8, wherein the rear wall extends a 
first distance between the first and second side walls, and 
wherein the front wall extends a second distance between the 
first and second sidewalls, the first distance being less than 
one-half the second distance. 

14. The cassette of claim8, wherein the cover includes only 
a single latch that secures the attachment of the cover to the 
housing, and that releases the attachment of the cover from 
the housing. 

15. The cassette of claim 14, wherein the single latch of the 
cover engages a latching aperture formed in the second side 
wall of the housing to detachably secure the cover to the 
housing. 

16. The cassette of claim 15, wherein the single latch is 
disposed on a flange that extends generally perpendicular to 
the cover. 

17. The cassette of claim 15, wherein the single latch is a 
swell-type latch. 

18. The cassette of claim8, wherein the cover defines a first 
edge and a second edge, the first edge having a tab that 
engages a slot formed in the first side wall of the housing, the 
second edge having a flange on which a latch is mounted. 

19. The cassette of claim8, wherein the front wall includes 
mounting flanges that mounts the cassette to a telecommuni 
cations structure. 

20. The cassette of claim 19, wherein the mounting flanges 
of the front wall including a first mounting flange provided 
adjacent to the first side wall of the housing and a second 
mounting flange provided adjacent to the second side wall of 
the housing. 

21. The cassette of claim 8, further including a plurality of 
single optical connections connected between the multi-fiber 
cable adapter and each one of the fiber optic adapters, the 
single optical connections being enclosed within the housing 
when the cover is secured to the housing. 
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22. A termination panel, comprising: 
a) a chassis; 
b) a plurality of adapter cassettes mounted to the chassis, 

each of the cassettes including: 
i) a housing defining an interior; 
ii) a cover detachably secured to the housing, the cover 

including only a single latch that provides access to 
the interior of the housing: 

iii) a plurality of angled fiber optic adapters mounted to 
the front of the housing, each of the adapters having an 
exterior connection end that angles toward the side of 
the chassis, the plurality offiber optic adapters includ 
ing one of LC type adapters and SC type adapters; 

iv) a multi-fiber cable adapter mounted to the rear of the 
housing; and 

V) a plurality of optical cable connections located within 
the interior of the housing, each optical cable connec 
tion being terminated to the multi-fiber cable adapter 
and one of the fiber optic adapters; 

c) a multi-fiber cable connected to the multi-fiber cable 
adapter of one of the adapter cassettes; and 

d) a patching cable connected to one of the angled fiber 
optic adapters of the one adapter cassette. 

23. The panel of claim 22, wherein the housing is a wedge 
shaped housing including: 

a) a front wall; 
b) a rear wall opposite the front wall; 
c) a first side wall extending between the front wall and the 

rear wall; and 
d) a second angled side wall opposite the first side wall and 

extending between the front wall and the rear wall. 
24. The panel of claim 23, wherein the wedge-shaped 

housings of the plurality of adapter cassettes are mounted in 
a side-by-side relationship such that the first side walls of the 
adapter cassettes are located adjacent to one another. 

25. The panel of claim 24, wherein the adapter cassettes 
mounted in the side-by-side relationship define a first pair of 
adapter cassettes, the plurality of adapter cassettes including 
a second pair of adapter cassettes stacked upon the first pair of 
adapter cassettes. 


